IX (a). MAP of Tuvalu

Figure 1 – Map of Tuvalu.
Intervention are proposed in all 9 inhabited islands of Tuvalu including: Nanumea, Niutao, Nanumanga, Nui, Vaitupu, Nukufetau, Funafuti, Nukulaelae, Niulakita
IX (b). MAPS indicating project location

Figure 2 – Nanumea: Proposed Project Location

- Red Lines: High Vulnerability Coastal Areas
- Orange Lines: Mid-Vulnerability Coastal Areas
* Current cost estimates in the proposal is based on proposed coastal protection measures on High Vulnerability Coastal Areas.
Figure 4 - Nanumanga: Proposed Project Location


- Red Lines: High Vulnerability Coastal Areas
- Orange Lines: Mid-Vulnerability Coastal Areas

* Current cost estimates in the proposal is based on proposed coastal protection measures on High Vulnerability Coastal Areas.
Figure 8 - Funafuti: Proposed Project Location


- Red Lines: High Vulnerability Coastal Areas
- Orange Lines: Mid-Vulnerability Coastal Areas

*Current cost estimates in the proposal is based on proposed coastal protection measures on High Vulnerability Coastal Areas.
IX(c). Additional maps

Source: http://www.nanumea.net/Other_Images_of_Nanumea.html
Additional maps of Funafuti produced during the UNDP/LDCF project